PRODUCT
DATA SHEET
ENDURANCE 3 IN 1 FLEECE NECKWARMER
FH96
A popular piece of equipment in many cold store
stockrooms due to its versatility.
Ref: FH96
Variants: Navy
Area of use: Cold Store / Freezer -5 to -50°C , Chiller +5 to -5°C
Job role: Driver , Picker , Manager

Certification 1: CE
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DESCRIPTION
The FlexiTog fleece Polar Snood 96 is a dual-purpose product that can be used as either a snood (or neck warmer), thermal face mask or hat, and is great
for keeping you warm and comfortable in cold work environments.
This warm thermal snood is perfect for use as a face covering mask in cold storage, freezer or chilled work areas.
Standard respirator or surgical masks are not effective in cold environments as moisture can build up and they can become uncomfortable so this neck
warmer is better suited to these cold environments.
The warm snood can also be used as a thermal winter face mask in the colder months, as a more reliable alternative to a scarf for instance.
Made from the highest quality fleece, this is a warm and comfortable all-round flexible product.
This type of thermal neck/head warmer is sometimes referred to as a face mask, gaiter, snood or neck tube, and it is suitable for both men and women.

Soft anti-pil fleece - For superior comfort
200g micro fleece
Elastic draw cord - Adjusts to your face size
Dual purpose product
Ventilated Top
One size fits all
Hat - Regulating air flow and temperature
Adjustable toggle - To get a perfect fit.
The FH96 has been wash tested at 40°C and hung dried, so no tumble drying, for five cycles. We do not recommend using bleach or detergent.
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